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Abstract
This work describes the microwave design of the transmission line contained in the
in-port-plug region of the ITER plasma position reflectometer (PPR). The design of the
components of the in-port-plug reflectometers (located in equatorial port-plug 10 (EPP10)
and in upper-port-plug 01 (UPP01)) is presented in this work. Oversized tall waveguides
were chosen in order to reduce ohmic losses. Besides, due to space constraints in the ITER
crowded environment, bends in oversized waveguides were unavoidable and thus mode
conversion is produced. In order to keep mode conversion losses at bay, hyperbolic secant
curvature bends had to be used whenever possible. However, E-plane bends in tall waveguides proved to be especially critical, making it necessary to employ other approaches when
higher bending angles were needed. Mode conversion results were obtained using a mode
coupling program. Ohmic losses have been also computed and their results compared with
commercial simulators, obtaining a perfect agreement.

1

Introduction
The ITER PPR diagnostic system will provide information related to the edge electron density

profile, at four defined locations distributed both poloidally and toroidally in the ITER vacuum
vessel, known as Gap 3, Gap 4, Gap 5, and Gap 6, operating in the 15-75 GHz frequency range
in O-mode. The antennas of gaps 4 and 6 are installed in-vessel viewing the plasma through
cut-outs in the blanket modules, while those of gaps 3 and 5 are installed inside the port plugs
EPP10 and UPP01, respectively, viewing the plasma through apertures in the diagnostic first
wall. This document describes the work leading to the design of the waveguides connecting the
Gap 3 and 5 antennas to their correspondent interfaces in the primary vacuum window.
Starting from two selected ITER baseline scenarios (15 MA / 5.3 T/ D-T) and 7.5 /2.65
T/4He )) optimum power coupling positions, orientations and dimensions of the launching and
receiving antennas were computed using analytical far field approximation and 3D ray tracing
simulations. From this point, 2D full wave simulations using a finite difference time domain
(FDTD) code were performed to obtain the complex wave amplitudes and phases at the detection antenna end. Performing the spectrogram of these data allows then to obtain the time delay
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of the signal which is then used to reconstruct the plasma density profile. This sort of synthetic
diagnostic is used to get an estimation of the error in the determination of the position of the
last closed flux surface in both static and turbulent plasmas [1].
2

Transmission line
Once the launching/receiving antennas have been designed and their position and orienta-

tions have been decided, the waveguides carrying the signal must be specified. 20 x 12 mm
rectangular oversized waveguides have been used for the transmission of the signal. In addition
to the oversized dimensions of the waveguide, in order to reduce ohmic losses, the TE01 mode
is chosen in what is called a “tall” waveguide configuration. It is important to note that due to
this mode election, the cutoff frequency depends on the narrow wall dimension instead of the
broad as in the case of the fundamental TE10 mode.
To overcome the necessary changes in direction in waveguide technology, bends with curvaπz
tures of the form c (z) = R−1
0 sech ( /R0 θ ) have been used, where z stands for the longitudinal

variable of the bend, R0 is the maximum radius of curvature ocurring in the center of the bend
and θ the bending angle. This profile comes from the study of the analytical solution of the
coupled mode equations between two modes for a hyperbolic secant variation [2] which have
been reported to have an outstanding low mode conversion with a proper design [3]. This performance is even better in “tall” waveguides whenever H-plane bends are considered at the
price of a poor behaviour in case of E-plane bends [4]. Hence, wherever E-planes with not sufficiently small bending angles are unavoidable, other solutions must be explored in order to keep
a reasonable performance.
One possibility that allows to get rid of mode coupling at the bends at the cost of additional
ohmic losses and the need of extra room is to downtaper the waveguide. In particular, wherever
E-plane bends’ performance is unacceptable, the 20 x 12 mm waveguide can be downtapered
into a 2 x 12 mm waveguide. In an E-plane bend, coupling is produced from the TE01 mode to
the TEn1 /TMn1 degenerate pairs with n odd, being the TE11 /TM11 the main one. By performing
a downtaper in the broad dimension of the waveguide, the TE11 and TM11 modes (degenerate)
are at cutoff, therefore performance not degrading due to mode conversion. As the narrow dimension is not altered, the cutoff frequency of the operating (TE01 ) mode is the same, hence
allowing for normal operation, albeit the reduced dimensions provoke an increase in ohmic
losses. Fig. 1 shows the ohmic losses of a 0.62 m long 2 x 12 mm downtapered E-plane bend
both calculated assuming an straight waveguide canonical TE01 mode [5] and simulated with a
full wave simulation (in the left panel) and a comparison with the original 20 x 12 mm waveguide (in the right). As the figure shows, despite not being completely rigurous, calculations using
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canonical mode theory present negligible differences with full wave simulations. Besides, the
comparison between both downtapered and regular waveguides show that aproximately 1dB
losses difference can be obtained in a 0.62 m long bend.

Figure 1: Ohmic losses in a 0.62 m long 2 x 12 mm E-plane bend. The left panel shows the
theoretical results compared with a full wave simulation (HFSS) while the right panel compares
the downtapered (2 x 12 mm) bend with the regular one (20 x 12 mm).
Additionally, an uptaper should be added to the system in order to regain the correct 20 x
12 mm dimensions. Mode conversion does occur both in the down and up tapers although it is
easier to cope with that in the case of E-plane bends.
3

Gap 5 routing
Gap 5 reflectometer involves the use of two pairs of antennas with slightly different launch-

ing angles in order to cover different scenarios. Despite this fact, both routings (upper/lower
antennas) are very similar and only the upper antenna pair routing will be shown here. Due to
the large distances involved, with a proper design, the whole routing of this Gap can be done using hyperbolic secant curvature bends, even in the case of E-plane turns. Bending angles could
be kept low enough with sufficiently large radii of curvature for acceptable mode conversion
losses. Fig. 2 shows the final routing from the antennas (in the center left part of the left panel)
to the primary window (which is situated in the lower right corner of the figure). Furthermore, it
shows in the right panel the integrated transmission due to mode coupling losses (not including
ohmic losses).
4

Gap 3 routing
In the case of Gap 3, the reduced distance from the antennas to the primary window and

the angle between the antennas caused serious problems when trying to design the neccesary
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Figure 2: Gap 5 final routing (to the left) and transmission due to mode conversion losses (in
the right)
E-plane bends to make the waveguides run parallel. Hence, it was decided to make the design
so one of the path was straight (in terms of horizontal bending) while charging all the horizontal
bending in the other one. It was therefore very difficult to obtain an acceptable solution for the
E-plane bend of this second branch. Thus, the solution was to perform a downtaper to a 2 x 12
mm waveguide (just adjusting the final dimensions of the antenna mouth) and then an uptaper to
regain 20 x 12 mm as described before. Fig. 3 shows in the left image the CAD of this solution
and the whole integrated transmission due to mode conversion of both branches. It is important
to highlight that as there is no noticeable mode conversion in the 2 x 12 mm E-plane bends
and it is negligible in the H-plane bends, this integrated transmission is dominated by the mode
conversion losses in the uptaper from 2 x 12 mm to 20 x 12 mm which can be seen in the lower
right part of the image.
5

Conclusions
Both the routings and their performance results for the Gap 5 and 3 of the ITER PPR re-

flectometer have been presented. In both cases 20 x 12 mm rectangular oversized waveguides
have been used to carry the signal using the TE01 mode in order to minimize ohmic losses. Hyperbolic secant curvature bends have been used for the bending needs of the routing and have
proven the best solution for H-plane bends. In case of E-plane bends, the degradation of performance has forced to keep bending angles low and whenever this was not possible, downtaper
to 2 x 12 mm waveguide has proven to be a valid solution to get rid of mode conversion at the
cost of extra ohmic loses. Nevertheless ohmic losses have also been calculated and simulated
and acceptable results have been obtained.
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Figure 3: Gap 3 final routing (to the left) and trasmission dur to mode conversion losses (in the
right)
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